LET DOWN

Words and Music by
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Colin Greenwood and Edward O'Brien

Trans - port, mo - tor - ways and tram lines,
Shell smashed, jui - ces flow - ing, wings twitch,
You know, you know where you are with,

Repeats ad lib.
starting and then stopping, taking off and landing.
legs are going, don't get sentimental, it's
you know where you are, with, floor collapsing, fall-

ing, always ends up drivel. 2.3. One day,

ing, bouncing back and 3. (one day,

disappointed people, clinging onto bot-
ties, and
I am gonna grow wings, a chemical reaction, hys-
you know where you are,

when it comes it's so, so, disappointing.
teerical and use less, hyste-ri-cal and
you know where you are.)
Let down and hanging around,
crushed like a bug in the ground.

Let down and hanging around.
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